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An under-developed area
Recent discussions on reviewing and monitoring of DMPs
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Guidance for Reviewers
• Reviewing Data Management Plans

Assessment/ Evaluation rubrics
US DART project

DMPs as A Research Tool

• analytic rubric for assessing DMP content and quality
• Amanda L. Whitmire IDCC 2016 presentation – Analysing DMPs to inform
research data services. Lessons from the DART project
• See http://www.dcc.ac.uk/sites/default/files/documents/IDCC16/Workshop8/Whitmire_DARTPres.pdf

UK community rubrics initiative
• Inspired by the DART project and led by Mary Donaldson, University of Glasgow
• 1st phase involves developing rubrics to be used when evaluating DMPs against
UK funder requirements.
• See Research Data Network UK (Folder Data Management Plans/ Compliance
Tools) https://research-data-network.readme.io/docs/compliance-tools

Example – Wellcome Trust Rubric V2.0
Performance Criteria
Detailed

Performance Levels
Addressed but
incomplete /
unsatisfactory

Data types clearly defined. Eg experimental
measurements, models, recordings, video,
What types of data outputs images, machine logs, source code,
Some data types are
will your research generate? databases, physical samples etc.
mentioned, but not all.
Data types of potential value to others clearly
identified and justification about the value is Valuable data types merely
listed, but no justification of
Which data will have value to provided (indication of likely user
base/demand).
the value provided.
other people and why?
A clear statement that data will be stored and
shared in open formats, or in formats widely
used by the community. If proprietary formats
are used for data storage and sharing,
File formats for different data
information is provided justifying why open types are mentioned, but
Will file formats in which
formats are not suitable and reference to
there is no indication of their
data will be stored and
software necessary to open and read these suitability for long-term data
shared allow long-term
files is provided.
preservation and sharing.
preservation?
How will you describe and
document your data? Are
Some mention of
there any metadata
Clear outline of documentation and metadata documentation or metadata
standards that you can
strategy with references to existing good
standards without detail
adhere to in order to aid
practice in the community or detailed project- about community standards
comprehension and make
or a project-specific
your data intelligible to re- specific approach where community
standards do not exist.
approach.
users?

Not
addressed
No information
provided.
No information
provided.

File formats and
their suitability
for sharing are
not mentioned.

No mention of
documentation
or metadata.

Marta Teperek, Ben Mollitt, John Southall, & Mary Donaldson. (2017, January 23). Wellcome DMP assessment rubric v2.0. Zenodo.
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.257650 . See complete rubric at https://zenodo.org/record/257650#.WnGnyxrcu70

The evaluation of FAIRness
Efforts to define metrics to assess the FAIRness
of a digital resource.
• Metrics page: http://fairmetrics.org
• Paper: https://www.biorxiv.org/content/early/2017/12/
01/225490
• Github: https://github.com/FAIRMetrics/Metrics
• Human readable description of
metrics: https://github.com/FAIRMetrics/Metrics/tree/m
aster/Distributions

14 FAIR indicators (November 2017) Template
FM-1A Identifier Uniqueness
FM-F1B Identifier Persistence
FM-F2 Machine readability of met-data
FM-F3 Resource identifier in metadata
FM-F4 Indexed in searchable resource
FM-A1.1 Access Protocol
FM-A1.2 Access Authorisation
FM-A2 Meta-data Longevity
FM-I1 Use a knowledge representation language
FM-I2 Use FAIR vocabularies
FM-I3 Use qualified references
FM-R1.1 Accessible Usage Licence
FM-R1.2 Detailed Provenance
FM-R1.3 Meets Community Standard
See full details at: https://github.com/FAIRMetrics/Metrics

Metric Descriptor
Metric Identifier
Metric Name
To which principle does it
apply?
What is being measured?
Why should we measure it?
What must be provided?
How do we measure it?
What is a valid result?
For which digital resource(s)
is this relevant?
Examples of their application
across types of digital
resources
Comment

Horizon2020 Commission Expert
Group Turning FAIR data into reality

FAIR Data Expert Group open consultation: https://github.com/FAIR-Data-EG/consultation/issues?q=is%3Aissue+is%3Aopen+label%3Ametrics

DANS framework (see webinar: https://eudat.eu/events/webinar/fair-data-in-trustworthy-data-repositorieswebinar)

CSIRO tool: https://research.csiro.au/oznome/tools/oznome-5-star-data

Other issues
• Funders and reviewers need training in DMP evaluation
• Open DMPs would support evaluation and monitoring use
cases
• How can DMP evaluation and reporting be automated
(especially for large scale reviews)?

